6. INSTITUTE FOR ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HUMAN IDEAS ON ULTIMATE REALITY AND MEANING

The Institute is the class of all the authors, present and past, whose work is published in URAM Journal. It was the first URAM association of professors teaching at a university and experts involved in scientific endeavors with an interest in interdisciplinary research. They represented five continents and multiple disciplines--African Studies, Anthropology, Arabic and Islamic Studies, Arts and Aesthetics, Biblical Studies, Biology, Chemistry, Chinese Studies, Hellenic and Roman Classic Studies, Indian Japanese, Judaic, and Medieval Studies, North American Indians Studies, Patrology, Philosophy, Physics, Sociology, Theater, etc.

The objective was to cooperate in planning and preparing the launching of the journal. Among them there were M. Polanyi, Y.M. Congar, R. Gotesky, W. Arnold, Sol Tax, M. Schmauss, J.B. Agus, Kiyoshi Yoroi, S.A. Dange, J.A. Haywood, J. P. Mohr, S. Grean, K Rahner, Pedro Arrupe, Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, M. Eliade, T. L. Gilbert, and so on, over 100 individuals.


The president is the Editor of the URAM journal, at present, Dr. David J. Leigh.